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Online Platform Operators — 
Manitoba Clarifies RST Rules 
December 7, 2021 
No. 2021-60 

Many online platform operators are now required to collect and remit Manitoba’s retail 
sales tax (RST) on certain taxable sales as of December 1, 2021. Manitoba recently 
released new sales tax guidance that clarifies some of the new responsibilities for online 
platform operators and online sellers under these rules. Among other details, the guidance 
states that operators of qualifying online sales platforms must collect and remit Manitoba’s 
RST on all taxable retail sales facilitated through their platforms. Additionally, online sellers 
will not have to remit RST on retail sales of such goods, as long as the online platform 
operator has collected and remitted the RST. Further, Manitoba’s guidance also clarifies 
the RST rules related to providers of streaming services and other media services, which 
may also have to register for, collect and remit RST on these services as of December 1, 
2021. 

Online platform operators and online sellers should review Manitoba’s new bulletin that 
includes its RST guidance and take the appropriate steps to ensure they meet the RST 
requirements on qualifying taxable retail sales. 

Background 
Manitoba enacted RST measures for online platform operators effective December 1, 
2021. In general, these new RST rules apply to operators of online sales platforms (e.g., 
marketplaces) that facilitate the retail sales of goods in the province and that collect the 
payment on behalf of the online sellers (regardless of whether the operators are located 
inside or outside the province). Similar rules also apply for online accommodation 
platforms. Operators of online sales platforms and of online accommodation platforms 
must register, collect and remit RST on taxable retail sales made through their platforms. 
However, some online sellers may be required to register, collect and remit the RST on 
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their taxable sales where online platform operators do not collect and remit the RST. 
Manitoba also enacted RST rules to require providers of streaming services and other 
media services to collect and remit RST on such services effective December 1, 2021. 

Manitoba announced these new RST rules in its 2021 provincial budget on April 7, 2021 
(see TaxNewsFlash-Canada 2021-16, "Highlights of 2021 Manitoba Budget" and 
TaxNewsFlash-Canada 2021-50, "Manitoba Expands RST Rules for Online Platforms"). 

 
Online platform operators and online sellers  

Manitoba’s new guidance clarifies that operators of qualifying online sales platforms must 
collect and remit Manitoba’s RST on all taxable sales facilitated through their platforms. 
This guidance also confirms that, where online platform operators have collected and 
remitted the RST on taxable sales made to consumers in Manitoba through their platforms, 
online sellers will not have to remit RST on these sales. This guidance is intended to 
address situations where online platform operators and online sellers are required to collect 
and remit tax on the same taxable sales, under the RST rules. The guidance also reaffirms 
that online platform operators are not required to remit RST related to car rentals and any 
related taxable services, as long as the online seller remits the RST.  

Manitoba’s new guidance further clarifies the tax status of certain additional charges and 
fees related to taxable sales facilitated through online sales platforms if the particular sale 
cannot be completed without incurring the additional charge or fee.  

KPMG observations 
Manitoba’s latest administrative guidance does not reflect the current RST rules, which 
considers both online sellers and online platform operators to be “vendors” for the same 
taxable retail sales. As a result, online sellers and platform operators may want to review 
their agreements and tax remittance procedures for any discrepancies related to tax 
remittances, and determine if there are situations where taxes are not properly remitted 
as required under the RST rules. 

 
Streaming services and media services  

Businesses that provide streaming services and other media services may also have to 
register for, collect and remit RST on retail sales of these services as of December 1, 2021 
if the purchaser of such a service is ordinarily resident in Manitoba. The province has 
clarified that the new RST rules apply to streaming services as well as media services. 
Under the new rules, RST applies to the right to download, view or access the following 
types of media by means of an electronic device (under the definition of 
“telecommunication service”): 

• Audio programs 

https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/ca/pdf/tnf/2021/ca-highlights-of-the-2021-manitoba-budget.pdf
https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/ca/pdf/tnf/2021/ca-manitoba-expands-rst-rules-for-online-platforms.pdf
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• Music 

• Ring tones, or  

• Television programs, movies or other videos.  

Under the new RST rules, an electronic device is generally considered to be a device that 
can send, receive, download or view these kinds of telecommunications. The new 
guidance clarifies how the RST applies where a RST-taxable streaming or media service is 
supplied with other RST-exempt goods and services. Manitoba also provides details on 
certain specific cases where a streaming or media service may be non-taxable for RST 
purposes.  

KPMG observations 
While Manitoba’s bulletin resolves some ambiguity on who must collect and remit RST 
on taxable retail sales made through online sales platforms, at least from an 
administrative point of view, there remains some uncertainty for non-commercial goods 
imported into Manitoba from outside Canada. Currently, the Canada Border Services 
Agency (CBSA) collects the RST on non-commercial goods imported into Canada, 
under an agreement with Manitoba. The new guidance does not address cases where 
RST may be collected by both the online platform operator and by the CBSA. 

 
We can help 

Your KPMG adviser can help you assess the effect of the new RST guidance and rules on 
your business and explain how they might affect you going forward. For more details, 
contact your KPMG adviser. 
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